
 

 

 

 

Llais y Goedwig Policy Advisory Group 

Terms of Reference 

1. PURPOSE 

a. The LlyG Policy Advisory Group exists to provide LlyG members voice in relation to 

 the commenting on and feeding into consultations and to  legislation development 

 as well as giving feedback as to implementation. The aim is to: 

 * Ensure that member group views are listened to,  

 * Be a ‘reality check’ as to consultation ideas and operation,    

  giving collected views for statutory organisations (such as WG or NRW) prior 

  to implementation 

 * Work ‘with’ people rather than ‘do to’ them – co-produce how LlyG responds 

  to consultations 

* Highlight issues of legislation impact and service delivery affecting member 

groups 

2. MEMBERSHIP  

a. Membership of the LlyG Policy Advisory Group is open to any interested nominees 

 from member groups, and from interested associate members.  

b. Self-nomination/expression of interest is acceptable, and members can choose to 

 step away from the Advisory group at any time by notifying the LlyG Chair. 

3. COMMUNICATION AND MEETINGS 

c. The group will operate outside of meetings as a virtual group to share information 

electronically, and to share comments in the same way. Comments are shared 

electronically within the groups which includes nominated LlyG Directors and staff – 

but not shared more widely with the network unless there is agreement to do so.  

Policy group members would have access to distribution lists to be developed by 

LlyG, so that communication can be facilitated and information conveyed. 

 

4. REPORTING ARRANGEMENTS 



 

 

a. The LlyG Advisory Group will work with LlyG Board to produce draft responses, with 

 the LlyG Board signing off final responses that go out in the name of the 

 organisation. Individual members will be able to make individual representations to 

 consultations as they wish, and can, with agreement, make use of comments and 

 views that go into final LlyG responses. 

 

5. MEMBER RESPONSIBILITIES 

The advisory group members agree to: 

 Show respect to each other and allow all voices to be heard. To support the chair in 

the conduct of on line and any actual discussions 

 Raise awareness within the LlyG network of policy consultation matters as a voice for 

community woodland groups  

 Share views from any events that they attend – reporting on the agreed LlyG report 

template 

 Promote the advisory group principles and ways of working as detailed in the TOR 

 Attend and actively be involved in policy discussion meetings that they attend – 

ensuring that agreed LlyG response points are raised.  They should make clear at 

such meetings when they are contributing a personal view as opposed to a LlyG view 

 Meet deadlines as agreed through policy group discussions  

 Bring to the attention of the Chair any conflict of interest between their Advisory 

group role and their individual or organisational responsibilities 

 Be prepared to attend consultation events on behalf of LlyG with Board agreement 

with or without LlyG staff if appropriate (such as having first-hand knowledge of an 

issue to be discussed) 


